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Abstract
In this paper we study the problem of reconstructing a bicolored domino tiling of a rectangular
surface from its horizontal and vertical projections. We use a reduction from the NP-complete
problem NUMERICAL MATCHING WITH TARGET SUMS in order to prove that, unless P = NP,
this task cannot be performed in polynomial time. The reconstruction of monochromatic domino
tilings is still open.
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1. Introduction
The central theme of Discrete Tomography is the study of geometrical properties
of physical structures whose interior is accessible only through a small number of
measurements (called projections) of the decreasing rate in the intensity of high-energy
beams which intersect them. This quantitative analysis allows one to determine the
number of atoms lying along lines parallel to a ?xed set of directions [4,6], and it
usually constitutes a very powerful tool for reconstructing the object itself.
In this context, we focus our attention on planar crystal structures composed by
two diCerent kinds of atoms, and such that each atom is matched with exactly one
of its immediate neighbors of the same kind. These structures are greatly studied by
physicists which call them dimer systems [3,7], and they can be naturally modelled
with 2-colored domino tilings composed with black and white domino pieces.
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Fig. 1. The transformation of a 3 colored squared surface into a bicolored domino tiling.
We are interested in analyzing the computational complexity of the reconstruction
problem on this class of tilings when their horizontal and vertical projections are known.
This very particular problem acquired theoretical relevance as soon as Picouleau re-
lated it with the classical and still unsolved 3-colors problem, that is the problem of
reconstructing an atomic structure composed by three diCerent kinds of materials using
two projections.
In [5], he ?rst extended the concept of projection to bicolored domino tilings, then he
proved that if we have two projections as a priori knowledge, “the problem of deciding
if a bicolored domino tiling exists is harder than the three colors reconstruction
problem”. This result was obtained by proving the correctness of the reduction shown
in Fig. 1.
In this paper we prove that, unless P=NP, the reconstruction of a bicolored domino
tiling from two projections is a nonpolynomial task, so the above reduction gives no
information about the complexity of 3-colors.
2. Denitions
Let us consider a rectangular squared surface S of dimension m× n (m rows and n
columns) and let us call each of its elementary components a cell. A domino is the
union of two adjacent cells, and it can be horizontal or vertical. The surface S has
a domino tiling if it can be completely covered with nonoverlapping horizontal and
vertical dominoes. Furthermore, a bicolored domino tiling is a domino tiling which
uses two diCerent kinds of domino pieces, say white and black. We assume that the
columns of S are numbered from 1 to n, starting from the leftmost one, while its
rows are numbered from 1 to m, starting from the topmost one. A vertical domino
covering the cells ci; j and ci+1; j is said to start on line i and end on line i+ 1, while
an horizontal domino covering two cells ci′ ; j′ and ci′ ; j′+1 is said to start on column j′
and end on column j′ + 1.
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Fig. 2. A bicolored domino tiling of size 6× 10 and its horizontal and vertical projections.
Let B be a bicolored domino tiling of (a surface of) dimension m× n, we de?ne
H =((w1; b1); : : : ; (wm; bm)) to be the vector of the horizontal projections of B if, for
16i6m,
• wi is the number of white dominoes which intersect at least one cell of line i,
• bi is the number of black dominoes which intersect at least one cell of line i;
V =((w′1; b
′
1); : : : ; (w
′
n; b
′
n)) to be the vector of the vertical projections of B if, for
16j6n,
• w′j is the number of white dominoes which intersect at last one cell of column j,
• b′j is the number of black dominoes which intersect at least one cell of column j,
see Fig. 2.
It is easy to check that each of the two vectors H and V does not univocally determine
the number of horizontal (vertical as well) white dominoes on each row and column.
The same holds for the black dominoes.
Let BTm×n be the set of all b-tilings of dimension m× n. Throughout the paper we
keep using the symbol B to indicate a generic element of BTm×n and the symbols
H and V to indicate its horizontal and vertical projections, respectively. Now we are
ready to de?ne the two problems:
CONSISTENCY(BTm×n; (H; V ))
Instance: two vectors H ∈ (N×N)m and V ∈ (N×N)n.
Question: does there exist a bicolored domino tiling such that its horizontal and
vertical projections are H and V , respectively?
RECONSTRUCTION(BTm×n; (H; V ))
Instance: two vectors H ∈ (N×N)m and V ∈ (N×N)n.
Output: a bicolored domino tiling such that its horizontal and vertical projections
are H and V .
Their computational complexity will be proved to be nonpolynomial in the next section,
unless P=NP.
3. The reconstruction of a bicolored domino tiling consistent with two given projections
In [5], Picouleau made a step toward the solution of 3-colors by reducing its generic
instance to an instance of CONSISTENCY(BTm×n; (H; V )) so that if the latter allows a
P-time solution, then so does 3-colors.
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In this paragraph, we prove that CONSISTENCY(BTm×n; (H; V )) is NP-complete: this
prevents one from making any conjecture about the complexity of 3-colors. We achieve
the above-mentioned result by using a reduction from the strongly NP-complete
problem (see [2]):
Numerical matching with target sums (NMTS)
Instance: three k-length vectors of integer numbers
X = (x1; : : : ; xk); Y = (y1; : : : ; yk) and S = (s1; : : : ; sk):
Question: do there exist two permutations X  and Y  of X and Y , respectively, such
that, for each 16i6k, it holds xi + y

i = si?
Using the integer vector X =(x1; : : : ; xk) whose greatest element is x, one can de?ne
the bicolored domino tiling BX of dimension m× n as follows: set m=2x + 1 and
n=2k;
for each 16j6k
place in column 2j − 1 of BX
• x− xj white vertical dominoes which tile all the 2(x− xj) positions from (1; 2j− 1)
to (2x − 2xj; 2j − 1);
• a white starting domino in row 2(x − xj) + 1;
• xj black vertical dominoes which tile the remaining positions, i.e. from
(2x − 2j + 2; 2j − 1) to (m; 2j − 1);
place in column 2j of BX
• x− xj white vertical dominoes which tile all the 2(x− xj) positions from (1; 2j− 1)
to (2x − 2xj; 2j − 1);
• a white ending domino in row 2(x − xj) + 1;
• xj black vertical dominoes which tile the remaining positions, i.e. from
(2x − 2j + 2; 2j − 1) to (m; 2j − 1) (see Fig. 3).
We observe that the black vertical dominoes which lie in the two columns 2j − 1
and 2j of BX are used for coding the element xj ∈X .
We indicate with BX the bicolored domino tiling BX whose rows are considered in
reverse order (i.e. BX and BX are symmetrical with respect to the (x + 1)th row, the
central one of the tiling), as depicted in Fig. 3, and we indicate with HX and VX [HX
and VX ] the horizontal and vertical projections of BX [BX ], respectively.
Lemma 1. Let X be a k-length integer vector and let B∈BTm×n be consistent with
HX =((w1; b1); (w2; b2); : : : ; (wm; bm)). For each 16j6n, i¡m, if position (i; j) of B
is tiled with a black domino, then position (i+1; j) of B is tiled with a black domino.
Comment: In other words, the vector of horizontal projections is suNcient to ensure
the vertical convexity of the black dominoes of B.
Proof. Let x be the greatest element of X and, for 06i6x, let ki be the number of
elements of X having value i. Starting from the ?rst row and going down till row m,
the dominoes con?guration of B can be inductively described as follows:
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Fig. 3. The tilings BX and BX with X = (2; 5; 4; 5; 1). The two tilings are symmetric with respect to the
dotted row.
Row 1: The tiling of row 1 is composed only with white dominoes: kx of them are
horizontal and the remaining n− 2kx are vertical starting ones.
Row 2: All the dominoes of row 2 are vertical and, since w2 = n − 2kx, the white
ones are already placed. The remaining b2 free positions are covered by black vertical
starting dominoes.
Row 3: Since b2 = b3 the black dominoes of row 3 are already placed (all of them
are vertical ending ones). The positions still left free are covered with kx−1 horizontal
white dominoes and with w3 − kx−1 vertical starting white dominoes.
We proceed with the inductive step: we suppose that the lemma holds for the partial
tiling composed by the ?rst 2t−1 rows of B, with 3¡2t−1¡m, and that row (2t−1)
is tiled with
(a) kx−t+1 white horizontal dominoes,
(b) w2t−1 − kx−t+1 white vertical starting dominoes,
(c) b2t−1 black vertical ending dominoes.
The domino con?gurations of the rows (2t) and (2t + 1) is described as follows:
Row 2t: By de?nition of HX , we have w2t =w2t−1 − kx−t+1, so row 2t is already
tiled with the desired number of white vertical dominoes which are all ending ones.
Since w2t + b2t = n then the remaining free positions of row (2t) are tiled with
vertical starting black dominoes.
Row (2t+1): Since b2t = b2t+1, row (2t+1) is already tiled with the desired amount
of black vertical (ending) dominoes. The remaining free positions are covered with kx−t
white horizontal dominoes and with w2t+1 − kx−t white vertical starting dominoes.
Conditions (a)–(c), which are assumed to characterize the tiling of row (2t − 1),
hold also for the tiling of row (2t + 1) after replacing t with t + 1. It is immediate
to check that the partial tiling composed by the ?rst (2t + 1) rows of B is vertically
convex with respect to the black dominoes as desired.
Corollary 2. Let X be a k-length integer vector. Each B∈BTm×n consistent with HX
and VX has no horizontal dominoes which start in an even column or an even row.
The proof follows from the characterization of the domino con?guration of B given
in Lemma 1.
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Lemma 3. Let X and B be as in Lemma 1. There exists a vector X  whose elements
are a permutation of the elements of X , and such that B=BX

.
Proof. From Lemma 1, each column of B intersects exactly one horizontal domino
whose position divides the column itself into two parts: an upper one which is com-
pletely tiled with white vertical dominoes and a lower one which is completely tiled
with black vertical dominoes.
For each 16j6k, let (ij; 2j−1) and (ij; 2j) be the starting and the ending positions
of the horizontal domino which intersects columns 2j−1 and 2j. We set the element xj
of the vector X  to the value (m− ij)=2, that is the number of black vertical dominos
which belong to each of the two columns.
By de?nition of HX , for each 06i6x, kx−i white horizontal dominoes lie on row
2i + 1, and each of them corresponds to a diCerent element of the vector X .
It immediately follows that the vector X  is a permutation of the vector X .
Corollary 4. Let X be a k-length integer vector. If BX is consistent with HX and
VX , then BX is unique.
The vertical projections VX ?x the number of black vertical dominoes on each
column, and the corollary immediately follows.
We note that the same result holds if we replace the tiling BX with the tiling BX
and the pair of projections HX and VX with HX and VX
Theorem 5. CONSISTENCY(BTm×n; (H; V )) is NP-complete.
Proof. The problem obviously belongs to NP.
Let I =(X; Y; S) be a generic instance of NMTS, with x= max{x1; : : : ; xk} and
y= max{y1; : : : ; yk}.
We want to de?ne a polynomial transformation from I to an instance I ′ of
CONSISTENCY(BTm×n; (H; V )) such that a solution for I exists if and only if a solu-
tion for I ′ exists.
The instance I ′ we are going to de?ne, will be composed by the vector H of the
horizontal projections of the tiling obtained by gluing the last and the ?rst rows of BX
and BY , respectively, and by a vector V which will be computed using the vector S
of the original instance I .
Formally, let
HX = ((w(X )1; b(X )1); : : : ; (w(X )2x+1; b(X )2x+1))
and
VX = ((w(X )′1; b(X )
′
1); : : : ; (w(X )
′
2k ; b(X )
′
2k))
be the two vectors of the horizontal and vertical projections of BX . Let
HY = ((w(Y )1; b(Y )1); : : : ; (w(Y )2y+1; b(Y )2y+1))
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Fig. 4. A bicolored domino tiling of size 18× 10 computed from instance (1) of NMTS.
and
VY = ((w(Y )′1; b(Y )
′
1); : : : ; (w(Y )
′
2k ; b(Y )
′
2k))
be the two vectors of the horizontal and vertical projections of BY , and ?nally let us
set
m = 2(x + y + 1) and n = 2k:
The instance I ′ is composed by the vectors
H = ((w1; b1); : : : ; (wm; bm)) and V = ((w′1; b
′
1); : : : ; (w
′
n; b
′
n))
whose entries are de?ned as follows:
for each 16i6m,
if 16i6(2x + 1), then (wi; bi)= (w(X )i ; b(X )i),
if (2x + 2)6i6m, then (wi; bi)= (w(Y )i−2x−1; b(Y )i−2x−1),
for each 16j6k, we set
(w′2j−1; b
′
2j−1) = (w
′
2j; b
′
2j) = (x + y + 2− sj; sj):
As an example, in Fig. 4 the vectors H and V are computed from the following
instance I of NMTS:
X = (4; 1; 2; 5; 1); Y = (3; 3; 2; 3; 1) and S = (4; 8; 3; 3; 7): (1)
Since m and n are polynomial in the size of the given instance I of NMTS, then the
pair (H; V ) can be constructed from I in polynomial time.
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Now let us assume that H and V are satis?able in BTm×n and let B be one of its
solutions. By Lemma 3, there exists a vector X =(x1 ; : : : ; x

k ) whose elements are a
permutation of the elements of X , and such that the ?rst 2x + 1 rows of B are equal
to BX

.
Similarly, there exists a vector Y  =(y1 ; : : : ; y

k ) whose elements are a permutation
of the elements of Y , and such that the last 2y + 1 rows of B are equal to BY .
Since the vector V imposes that, for each 16j6k, the elements xj and y

j sum up
to sj, the two permutations X  and Y  are a solution for the instance I (see Fig. 4).
On the other hand, let  and  be two permutations of the elements of X and
Y which represent a solution for I . A tiling B consistent with (H; V ) can be easily
obtained by gluing the tilings BX

and BY in the last and ?rst row, respectively.
Therefore, NMTS ∝ CONSISTENCY(BTm×n; (R; C)) and the theorem is proved.
Corollary 6. The problem RECONSTRUCTION(BTm×n; (R; C)) cannot be solved in poly-
nomial time, unless P=NP.
Final remarks: In this paper, we answer the question posed in [5] about the compu-
tational complexity of the reconstruction of bicolored domino tilings from two projec-
tions. The analogous problem with three or more diCerent kinds of dominoes has been
proved to be nonpolynomial by using a reduction involving the NP-complete prob-
lem 4-colors (see [1,5]). On the other hand, we have only partial information about
the complexity of the reconstruction of monochromatic domino tilings whose solution
remains a very challenging target.
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